
LANCASTER CITY QUIZ LEAGUE: 20th January 2020 
Quiz set by RING O BELLS B 

 
A Healthy, Happy & Prosperous New Year to all. Required answers are in bold, surnames 
only required unless stated. 
 

Round 1 
 

GREAT BRITISH FILMS OF THE 20th CENTURY 
 

In 1999, the British Film Institute surveyed 1,000 people from the world of 
British film and television to produce the BFI 100 list of the greatest British 
films of the 20th century. Voters were asked to choose up to 100 films that 
were culturally British. 
 
Remember – BRITISH, 20th CENTURY FILMS 

 
1a Who is the most represented director, with 7 

films in the list? (full name req) 
DAVID LEAN 

1b Who is the most represented actor, with 9 films 
in the list? (full name req) 

ALEC GUINNESS 

2a Julie Christie was the most represented 
actress, appearing in 6 films, in which country 
was she born? 

INDIA 

2b John Schlesinger directed 4 films on the list, 
Billy Liar; Darling; Far From The Madding 
Crowd and Sunday, Bloody Sunday, released 
in 4 different years, name one of the four 
years? 

1963; 1965; 1967 OR 1971 

3a The Full Monty appeared 25th on the list, about 
a group of unemployed ex steel mill workers, 
supposedly set in which city?  

SHEFFIELD 

3b Saturday Night and Sunday Morning appeared 
14th on the list, it concerns a young machinist 
working at a Raleigh bike factory, based in 
which city? 

NOTTINGHAM 

4a Only one “carry on” film appears on the list, 
which? 

CARRY ON UP THE 
KHYBER 

4b Two films appears on the list with an 
exclamation mark in their title. Name one. 

WHISKY GALORE! OR 
OLIVER! 

Spares Which film, released in 1949 and directed by 
Carol Reed, set in Vienna, appears first on the 
list? 

Which film, released in 1984 and directed by 
Roland Joffre, set in Cambodia, appears 100th 
on the list? 

THE THIRD MAN 

 

 

THE KILLING FIELDS 

 



Round 2 
 

SO YOU'VE GOT AN OLOGY 
 
In 1988 a British Telecom advert starring Maureen Lipman as Beattie, told her grandson 
that having an OLOGY made him a scientist. 
 
The following questions are related to and all answers end in “ology” 
 
1a What is the art or science of measuring time and 

mechanical time-keeping devices? 
HOROLOGY (not 
Chronology) 

1b What is the scientific study of horses known as? HIPPOLOGY 

2a What is the art of combining various ingredients to 
create cocktails? 

MIXOLOGY 

2b What pseudoscience is the study of human 
characteristics based on the shape of the skull? 

PHRENOLOGY 

3a What is the study of bells, their casting, tuning and 
ringing? 

CAMPONOLOGY 

3b What is a published collection of poems or other 
writings chosen by a compiler? 

ANTHOLOGY 

4a What is the study of trees and their rings to determine 
their ages? 

DENDROLOGY 

4b What is the study of fungi? MYCOLOGY 

Spares What word means, repeating an idea in a statement, or 
saying the same thing twice? for example “Only time will 
tell if we stand the test of time” 

What is the claimed ability to foretell the future by 
analysing the characteristics of a persons buttocks? 

TAUTOLOGY 

 

 

RUMPOLOGY 

 
Round 3 

 
TRILOGIES AND TRIOS 

 
The following questions are based on threes, however only one answer is required 

 
1a Tom Bailey, Alannah Currie and John Leeway were 3 

musicians ironically known as who? 
THE THOMPSON 
TWINS 

1b Who was the female member of the British comedy 
sketch show Three of a kind? 

TRACEY 
ULLMAN 

2a Which was the last film released in The Dollars Trilogy 
films also known as the man with no name trilogy 
starring Clint Eastwood? 

THE GOOD THE 
BAD AND THE 
UGLY 

2b The Berlin Trilogy consists of 3 music albums released 
between 1977 and 1979 by which English singer 
songwriter? Each album reached the UK top 5. 

DAVID BOWIE 



3a The 3 villages of Trumptonshire were Camberwick 
Green, Trumpton and Chigley but who was the Captain 
of either the fire brigade or the fort? (ONE Surname only 
req.) 

Captain FLACK 
Or 
Captain SNORT 

3b The Three Flavours Cornetto trilogy were three films 
starring Simon Pegg and Nick Frost, what was the name 
of the last pub on their pub crawl in the final film? 

THE WORLD'S 
END (also the 
name of the film) 

4a 3 is the atomic number of which element? LITHIUM 

4b Zeus, Poseidon and Hades were the 3 sons of who? CRONOS 

Spares In Greek mythology, who was the 3 headed hound of 
Hades? 

Skeletal, smooth and cardiac are the 3 types of what? 

CERBERUS 
 
MUSCLE 

 
 

Round 4 
 

RICHARD, DICK AND DICKIE 
 

All questions or answers, however tenuously, are in some form related to the heading, 
Richard, Dick or Dickie 

 
1a Name the American Nobel prize winning theoretical 

physicist who helped develop the atomic bomb and was 
a member of the panel who investigated the space 
shuttle challenger disaster? (full name req) 

RICHARD 
FEYNMAN 

1b Dickie Bird, the famous cricket umpire, played first class 
cricket for Yorkshire and which other county team? 

LEICESTERSHIRE 

2a Dickie Davies, the “World of Sport” commentator took 
over the lead presenters role from whom in 1968? (full 
name req) 

EAMMON 
ANDREWS 

2b Dick Grayson was the fictional alter ego of which, albeit 
minor, superhero? 

ROBIN (Batman’s 
side-kick) 

3a Situated in Mendocino County. In which American state 
is the mountain Dicks Butte? The states 1,773rd highest 
summit. 

CALIFORNIA 

3b Rising in Rockcastle County. In which American state is 
the Dix river and Dix dam? 

KENTUCKY 

4a Who was the 46th vice president of the USA from 2001 
to 2009? 

DICK CHENEY 

4b Richard Nixon (Tricky Dicky) first became vice president 
under whose presidency? 

DWIGHT D. 
EISENHOWER 

Spares What number is DIX in Roman numerals? 
 
Which American actors middle name is Tiffany? He 
began in films in the 1970s, playing a supporting role 
in Looking for Mr. Goodbar (1977) and a starring role 
in Days of Heaven (1978) 

509 
 
RICHARD GERE 

 



 
Round 5 

  
SCHOOL REPORTS 

  
Name the famous people from their school reports and a brief description. Each question 
begins with the initial of their Christian / forename. 

 
FULL NAMES REQUIRED 

 
1a S... has glaring faults and they have certainly glared at 

us this term – Actor, comedian, author and broadcaster. 
STEPHEN FRY 

1b J... has set herself an extremely low standard, which she 
has failed to maintain – Journalist and author, most 
famously her Rutshire chronicles. 

JILLY COOPER 

2a W...is a constant trouble to everyone and is always in 
some scrape or other. He cannot be trusted to behave 
himself anywhere – Politician, army officer and author 

WINSTON 
CHURCHILL 

2b A...will never amount to anything - Physicist ALBERT 
EINSTEIN 

3a G...must devote less of his time to sport if he wants to be 
a success. You can't make a living out of football -
Footballer and sports broadcaster 

GARY LINEKAR 

3b R...will either go to prison or become a millionaire -
Entrepreneur 

RICHARD 
BRANSON 

4a J...is certainly on the road to failure...hopeless...rather a 
clown in class...wasting other pupils time – Singer, 
songwriter, musician and peace activist. 

JOHN LENNON 

4b J...must learn how to speak politely when her requests 
are refused – Actress, author, presenter and former 
model. 

JOANNA 
LUMLEY 

Spares  C...writes indifferently and knows nothing of grammar – 
Novelist, poet, governess  

A...Moral conduct, very satisfactory; Diligence, irregular; 
Religious instruction, adequate; free hand drawing, 
good; gymnastics, excellent – Politician and author. 

S...must learn that liveliness should cease at lights out - 
Author, spokesperson, Film Producer, TV personality 
and Philanthropist. As listed on Wikipedia. 

CHARLOTTE 
BRONTE 

 

ADOLF HITLER 

 

SARAH 
FERGUSON 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Round 6 
 

FAMOUS, INFAMOUS AND FICTIONAL ADDRESSES 
 

What is situated or who lived at the following addresses: 
 

1a 350 Fifth Avenue, New York is the address of who or 
what? 

EMPIRE STATE 
BUILDING 

1b Which American TV series was set in Wisteria Lane? DESPERATE 
HOUSEWIVES 

2a Which fictional family live on Cherry Tree Lane with their 
servants, including a nanny? 

THE BANKS 
FAMILY 

2b Which fictional adventurer lived at 7 Savile Row with his 
valet? 

PHILEAS FOGG 

3a Who infamously lived at Flat 23D Cranley Gardens, 
Muswell Hill, London in the early 1980’s 

DENNIS NILSEN 

 

3b Which fictional character lived at 52 Festive Road MR BENN 

4a Which fictional character lived at 29 Acacia Road BANANAMAN or 
HENRY WIMP 

4b Who infamously lived at 39 Hilldrop Crescent, Islington, 
North London in the early 1900’s 

DR (Hawley) 
CRIPPEN 

Spares What is situated at 400 Broad Street, Seattle? 

What is situated at 99 rue de Rivoli, Paris, 75001? 

Which fictional character lived in Ten Acre Field, 
Scatterbrooke Farm? 

Which fictional character lived at 124 Conch Street, 
Bikini Bottoms? 

SPACE NEEDLE 

LOUVRE 

WORZEL 
GUMMIDGE 

SPONGEBOB 
SQUAREPANTS  

 
Round 7 

 
A LANCASHIRE HOTCHPOTCH 

 
All questions and answers relate to Lancashire 

 
1a Which monarch knighted the beef at Hoghton Tower? JAMES 1 

1b How many of the Pendle Witches were tried and 
hanged in Lancaster? 

NINE 

2a Which Olympic Gold Medallist was born in Halewood 
Lancashire before moving to Northern Ireland? 

(Lady) MARY 
PETERS 

2b Which former Prime Minister and reformer was born 
in Bury? 

(Sir) ROBERT 
PEEL 

3a Made from Galvanised tubing above which town would 
you find The Singing Ringing Tree sculpture? 

BURNLEY 



3b What is the name of the 28 metre tall, sandstone 
lighthouse in Fleetwood? 

The PHAROS 
Lighthouse 

4a Which popular daytime TV presenter was born in  
Oldham? 

PHILLIP 
SCHOFIELD 

4b Which eminent Physicist and TV presenter was also 
born in Oldham? 

(Professor) BRIAN 
COX 

Spares In which Lancashire town is the Nutters Dance 
performed every Easter Saturday?  

Who designed the Ashton Memorial? 

As seen on TV, which parody of a soap opera was 
based in Manchesterford? 

 

BACUP 

JOHN BELCHER 

ACORN 
ANTIQUES 

   
Round 8 

 
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

 
1a Died in 2019, Tardar Sauce was an American feline 

celebrity sensation, what was her internet nickname? 
GRUMPY CAT 

1b Died in 2019 at the age of 17, which thoroughbred 
racehorse, who won several top races between 2004 
and 2007, was named after a quote from the Pink 
Panther films? 

NOTNOWCATO 

2a Which is the only American state that can be spelt on 
the middle row of a QUERTY keyboard? 

ALASKA 

2b Who was Liam Gallagher talking about when he said: 
“She can’t even chew gum and walk in a straight line, 

let alone write a book.”? 

VICTORIA 
BECKHAM 

3a The sales pitch said this was “A real tough toy for a 
real tough boy.” What was the toy? 

TONKA TRUCKS 

3b Queen Elizabeth 2nds youngest son has held which 
title since June 1999? 

EARL OF WESSEX 

4a  In which county is the village of Bell End? WORCESTERSHIRE  

4b In which county is the village of Bishop’s Itchington? WARWICKSHIRE 

Spares Which knighted, booker prize winning author came up 
with the advertising slogans 'Naughty but Nice' for 
cream cakes and 'That'll do nicely' for American 
Express? 

Which international retailer, founded in 1948 by 
Charles Lazarus in the USA ceased trading in the UK 
on April 24, 2018, after 34 years of service? 

SALMAN RUSHDIE 

 

 

TOYS “R” US 

 
 


